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Discovering Science

2014

have you ever wondered why there is night and day or why the moon appears to change shape explore this book for the
answers to these questions and others discovering science helps you discover the world around you

The Three–ray Megacontinent of the Earth

2019-12-10

this book explores many mysterious features of the structure and evolution of the earth s continents still unknown to
the scientific community and a wider audience science has now proved that the southern continents of south america
africa and australia represent the southern ends of a single three beam megacontinent it began to form 4 4 billion
years ago in a huge three beam cavity on the planet s surface and grew vertically up to its present state proof of
the reality of a single three beam megacontinent is a fundamental discovery in earth sciences and represents a new
level in the understanding of the planet s structure the text will appeal to researchers of earth sciences university
teachers and students and secondary school teachers of geography and geology as well as all readers with an interest
in the history of our planet

The Earth We Live on

1966

information on the nature of rocks rock forming minerals igneous rocks sedimentary rocks and metamorphic rocks

Earth Science

2000-04

this book explores many mysterious features of the structure and evolution of the earthâ tm s continents still
unknown to the scientific community and a wider audience science has now proved that the southern continents of south
america africa and australia represent the southern ends of a single three beam megacontinent it began to form 4 4
billion years ago in a huge three beam cavity on the planetâ tm s surface and grew vertically up to its present state
proof of the reality of a single three beam megacontinent is a fundamental discovery in earth sciences and represents
a new level in the understanding of the planetâ tm s structure the text will appeal to researchers of earth sciences
university teachers and students and secondary school teachers of geography and geology as well as all readers with
an interest in the history of our planet

The Three-Ray Megacontinent of the Earth

2019-10



the journey to the centre of the earth is a voyage like no other we can imagine over 3 000 km below the earth s
surface an extraordinary inner world the size of mars awaits us dive through the molten iron of the outer core and
eventually you will reach a solid sphere an iron clad world held within a metal sea and unattached to anything above
at the earth s core is the history of our planet written in temperature and pressure crystals and minerals our planet
appears tranquil from outer space and yet the arcs of volcanoes the earthquake zones and the auroral glow rippling
above our heads are testimony to something remarkable happening inside for thousands of years these phenomena were
explained in legend and myth only in recent times has the brave new science of seismology emerged one hundred and
fifty years after the extraordinary imaginative feat of jules verne s journey to the centre of the earth david
whitehouse embarks on a voyage of scientific discovery into the heart of our world

Journey to the Centre of the Earth

2015-04-09

the new seven volume discovering the earth set examines the efforts made by scientists in the fields of environment
environmental protection and environmental science covering a broad range of topicsincluding the earth sciences
atmosphere oceans ecology animals plants and explorationthe books in this comprehensive set provide a panorama of
brief accounts of particular discoveries and the people who made them these stories explain the problems that were
solved the ways they were approached and in some cases the dead ends that scientists sometimes reached

Discovering the Earth Set

2010-03-30

there are three men whose contributions helped free science from the straitjacket of theology two of the three
nicolaus copernicus and charles darwin are widely known and heralded for their breakthroughs the third james hutton
never received the same recognition yet he profoundly changed our understanding of the earth and its dynamic forces
hutton proved that the earth was likely millions of years old rather than the biblically determined six thousand and
that it was continuously being shaped and re shaped by myriad everyday forces rather than one cataclysmic event in
this expertly crafted narrative jack repcheck tells the remarkable story of this scottish gentleman farmer and how
his simple observations on his small tract of land led him to a theory that was in direct confrontation with the
bible and that also provided the scientific proof that would spark darwin s theory of evolution it is also the story
of scotland and the scottish enlightenment which brought together some of the greatest thinkers of the age from david
hume and adam smith to james watt and erasmus darwin finally it is a story about the power of the written word
repcheck argues that hutton s work was lost to history because he could not describe his findings in graceful and
readable prose unlike darwin s origin of the species hutton s one and only book was impenetrable a marvelous
narrative about a little known man and the science he founded the man who found time is also a parable about the
power of books to shape the history of ideas

The earth we live on : The story of geological discovery

1966

this book throws new light on many popular and scientific beliefs about the origins and extent of the world s water



natural gas and petroleum deposits the mechanics of deep earthquakes the continuing but still not understood
expansion of the earth and the causes of climate change author is a former dean at monash university

The Man Who Found Time

2008-12-15

discover the wonders of the incredible world we live in and unlock the secrets of our planet in this concise and
useful guide for the whole family includes information on natural phenomena climate plants and more

A Voyage of Discovery

2006-06-01

if you were to peel back the earth s surface like an orange then take a sly peek underneath what extraordinary things
would you see subterranea is where the world s remaining mysteries are yet to be found for millennia across nations
and cultures it has been a hotbed of fantastical stories it s where humans have kept their most sacred treasures and
their darkest secrets it s where we have found evidence of our past and may at some point find an escape route for
our uncertain future but what would we find there today from the underground cities of cappadocia to smuggling
tunnels on the us mexico border caves full of tiny blind dragons and a seed vault located 1300km inside the arctic
circle subterranea demonstrates that the world below our feet is every bit as vivid and evocative as the world we see
around us lavishly illustrated and replete with maps and photographs of little explored locations subterranea is the
unique untold and utterly unforgettable story of our planet from the inside

Discovering Planet Earth

2022

explore the real work its history peoples animals and technology discover unusual topics and intriguing facts learn
about recent advances and global events the discover education programme is a high quality illustrated series of
books for young readers 40 titles cover four popular subject areas social science science natural history and history
the text is written for readers at varying reading levels and the topics have been carefully selected to interest and
engage young readers and to stimulate critical thinking

Discovery Kids Our World

2015-06-09

this controversial book claims that flying saucers not only exist but that they are the vehicles of a super race that
lives in a huge underground world whose entrance is in the earth s north pole



Flights of Discovery

1978

a reference book dealing with the earth its atmosphere and weather geology volcanoes earthquakes mountains lakes and
other geographical features

The Hollow Earth

1964

project oriented activities and experiments help students discover scientific concepts

Subterranea

2020-08-06

historical and legal analysis of doctrine of discovery and how it facilitated the loss of indigenous lives land game
and valuable natural resources

The Earth's Place in Space

2011

a reference book dealing with the earth its atmosphere and weather geology volcanoes earthquakes mountains lakes and
other geographical features

The Hollow Earth

1991-11-01

explore the real work its history peoples animals and technology discover unusual topics and intriguing facts learn
about recent advances and global events the discover education programme is a high quality illustrated series of
books for young readers 40 titles cover four popular subject areas social science science natural history and history
the text is written for readers at varying reading levels and the topics have been carefully selected to interest and
engage young readers and to stimulate critical thinking

Let's Discover the Earth

1986

discusses how scientists and explorers throughout history uncovered various facts about the size composition



geography and place in space of the planet earth

Discovering Earth Science

2000-08-20

mammoths and dinosaurs tropical forests in northern europe and north america worldwide ice ages continents colliding
and splitting apart comets and asteroids crashing catastrophically onto the earth these are just some of the
surprising features of the eventful history of our planet stretched out over several billion years but how was it all
discovered how was the evidence for the earth s long history collected and interpreted and what sorts of people put
together this reconstruction of a deep past that no human beings could ever have witnessed in earth s deep history
martin j s rudwick tells the gripping story of the gradual realization that the earth s history has not only been
unimaginably long but also astonishingly eventful in utterly unexpected ways rudwick the world s premier historian of
the earth sciences is the first to make the story of the discovery of the earth s deep history attractively
accessible to readers without prior knowledge of either the history or the science and in so doing he reveals why it
matters to us today

The Earth is Red

2021

with a focus on stem and late breaking information this book shows how scientists have made discoveries about earth
throughout history and how they will continue to do so in the future

Let's Discover the Earth

1986-01

come discover with me super mi ever wonder what s under the ground how the earth is made my name is mi and though i m
still small the world has no more secrets from me anymore that s because of my superpowers as super mi i can discover
everything i want to know discover experiment and learn with the little scientists each little scientist has
something new to teach readers through engaging narratives and full colour illustrations i m a little scientist
introduces children to the exciting and ever advancing world of science everyone can be a little scientist series
features

The Earth in Peril

2011

a beautiful book full of fun earth facts for kids ages 10 14 1 new release in children s flower plant books with this
amazing infographics packed science book about earth you can teach children about the earth learn about earth history
geology weather oceans and the animals that live with us in this earth book for kids science and geology for kids
learn the secrets of this planet in an easy to understand infographic book about the earth dive into the layers of



the earth to see our planet like never before with infographic tables charts of earth facts maps and more this earth
book for kids engages and inspires children to love the planet they live on to the very core a source you can trust a
graduate in natural sciences author christina banfi has worked in the science community for over 20 years educating
children and communicating science with the general public you can trust that she has a lot of experience
communicating earth facts for kids in fun new and interesting ways inside you ll find kid friendly educational earth
science for kids from christina banfi an expert in natural sciences a fun guide full of detailed illustrations
explaining earth history earth science and geology for kids a new earth book for kids acquaints them with the
language of infographics if you liked the ultimate book of planet earth the ultimate book of sharks national
geographic kids or the amazing planet earth you ll love our planet

Exploring Planet Earth

1997
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Earth's Deep History

2016-11-03
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Discover Earth

2018-08-01

what is geography about and what does it tell us about the earth the transparent overlays reveal the unexpect side of
things about the surface of the earth

Discover the Science and Secrets of Planet Earth

2018-05

discovering the healer within explains the interconnectedness of the mind body and spirit the material within will
shed light on why one man is happy healthy loving and successful while another struggles the happy healthy loving and
successful man knows how to use the universal law of attraction he understands how to use his conscious thoughts to
design his life this man understands and does not fear illness or disease because he understands the self healing
functions of the physical body and what to do when illness and disease occur finally this man understands his purpose



in life he understands that he is a spiritual being having a physical experience to make the most of our time on
earth we need to understand why we are here what we are supposed to accomplish and the purpose of life and death

World of the Earth, The: Super Mi Discovery

2025-10-31

there are three men whose contributions helped free science from the straitjacket of theology two of them nicolaus
copernicus and charles darwin are widely known and justly heralded for their breakthroughs the third james hutton
never achieved the same recognition yet he profoundly changed our understanding of the earth and the dynamic forces
that have shaped it it was hutton who proved that our planet was millions of years old rather than the biblically
determined 6 000 and he who showed that it was continuously being shaped and re shaped by myriad everyday forces
rather than one cataclysmic event in this expertly crafted narrative jack repcheck tells the remarkable story of this
scottish gentleman farmer and explores how hutton s simple observations on his small tract of land led him to a
theory that flew in the face of the bible s teaching and also provided the scientific proof that would spark darwin s
theory of evolution it is also a story of the scottish enlightenment which brought together some of the greatest
thinkers of the age from david hume and adam smith to james watt and erasmus darwin and running through the narrative
is a theme about the power of the written word repcheck argues that hutton s work was lost to history because he
could not describe his findings in graceful and readable prose unlike darwin s origin of the species for example
hutton s one and only book was impenetrable and consequently its message was never embraced by a general audience a
gripping and enlightening exploration of a little known man and the science he founded the man who found time is also
a parable about the power of books to shape the history of ideas

Our Planet

2022-12-06

the earth changes around us all the time it can change from day to night or from one season to another explore this
book to learn more about these changes discovering science helps you discover the world around you

Discover Japan TRAVEL 2009年10月号「名旅館・一流ホテルの理由。」

2012-04
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2011-05-11



one of the greatest mysteries in reconstructing the history of life on earth has been the apparent absence of fossils
dating back more than 550 million years we have long known that fossils of sophisticated marine life forms existed at
the dawn of the cambrian period but until recently scientists had found no traces of precambrian fossils the quest to
find such traces began in earnest in the mid 1960s and culminated in one dramatic moment in 1993 when william schopf
identified fossilized microorganisms three and a half billion years old this startling find opened up a vast period
of time some eighty five percent of earth s history to new research and new ideas about life s beginnings in this
book william schopf a pioneer of modern paleobiology tells for the first time the exciting and fascinating story of
the origins and earliest evolution of life and how that story has been unearthed gracefully blending his personal
story of discovery with the basics needed to understand the astonishing science he describes schopf has produced an
introduction to paleobiology for the interested reader as well as a primer for beginning students in the field he
considers such questions as how did primitive bacteria pond scum evolve into the complex life forms found at the
beginning of the cambrian period how do scientists identify ancient microbes and what do these tiny creatures tell us
about the environment of the early earth and in a related chapter schopf discusses his role in the controversy that
swirls around recent claims of fossils in the famed meteorite from mars like all great teachers schopf teaches the
non specialist enough about his subject along the way that we can easily follow his descriptions of the geology
biology and chemistry behind these discoveries anyone interested in the intriguing questions of the origins of life
on earth and how those origins have been discovered will find this story the best place to start

The Earth's Surface

2003

boldface glossary terms provide quick reference and clear scientific explanations

Discovering the Healer Within

2014

a book of discovery the history of the world s exploration from the earliest times to the finding of the south pole a
little old world no story is complete unless it begins at the very beginning but where is the beginning where is the
dawn of geographya the knowledge of our earth what was it like before the first explorers made their way into distant
lands every day that passes we are gaining fresh knowledge of the dim and silent past every day men are patiently
digging in the old heaps that were once the sites of busy cities and as a result of their unwearying toil they are
revealing to us the life stories of those who dwelt therein they are disclosing secrets writ on weather worn stones
and tablets bricks and cylinders never before even guessed at thus we read the wondrous story of ancient days and
breathlessly wonder what marvellous discovery will thrill us next for the earliest account of the old world a world
made up apparently of a little land and a little water we turn to an old papyrus the oldest in existence which tells
us in familiar words unsurpassed for their exquisite poetry and wondrous simplicity of that great dateless time so
full of mystery and awe in the beginning god created the heaven and the earth and the earth was waste and void and
darkness was upon the face of the deep and the spirit of god moved upon the face of the waters and god said let there
be a firmament in the midst of the waters and let it divide the waters from the waters and god divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament and god said let the waters under the
heaven be gathered into one place and let the dry land appear and god called the dry land earth and the gathering
together of the waters called he seas thus beautifully did the children of men express their earliest idea of the



world s distribution of land and water

The Man who Found Time

2019-06-07

Changes Around You

2021-10-12

One Small Place on Earth ... .

1994-12-01

Discover Japan TRAVEL 2013年2月号「ニッポンの一流ホテル＆リゾート」

2018-02-05

Cradle of Life

2022-02-20

As the Earth Turns

A Book of Discovery

Composition of the Earth
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